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Review No. 79849 - Published 24 Jan 2008

Details of Visit:

Author: lurcio
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 23 Jan 2008 1700
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kandy's
Website: http://kandys121.co.uk
Phone: 01952401475

The Premises:

Kandys is a detached house, set back from the main road, not overlooked with plenty of parking to
the rear. Very safe area.

The Lady:

Petite (5'2"), size 6, 34D (slightly enhanced but nicely done), dyed blond, very cute ass and well
trimmed though not shaven mound that fit into my hand a treat. I prefer smaller ladies so Cassy is
physically delightful but fun with it - a sexy little Imp!

The Story:

Cassy is quite new to Kandys and as usual with this place is another nice lady - all Kandys girls
seem to take their work seriously (but with fun!) and appear genuinely keen to please, Cassy was
no exception. We started with a massage which I badly needed - however at her suggestion we
swapped places and she got me to massage her to help me relax. During this she seemed to like
me gently fingering her and sucking on some very pert nipples. Note: Cassy asked me not to finger
her inside which is fair enough. Anyway, I certainly relaxed but Percy woke up quite nicely and I
rather fancied seeing her sitting on it however, I had asked for a basic massage and HR without sex
so essential supplies had been left downstairs - so a return visit will be needed to fully sample her
delights - and I definitely will!

She is very cheerful - openly said to me that she really enjoys her work (and it shows), when I left
she gave me a nice kiss and cuddle.
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